SOLUTION BRIEF

Starburst Data Products
The heart of a data mesh
What is a data product?
A data product is simply a curated, high-quality dataset and relevant metadata. It is data that is served
by a domain, or data producers with specific ownership, and consumed by downstream users to provide
business value.
Data Mesh is built around the idea that decentralized data production is inherently part of the charter
of the domains and the data-producing teams. The teams are aligned with the downstream consumers
of their data, and develop data products which ultimately drive business decisions and value. In a Data
Mesh, each domain is responsible for ingesting, processing, and serving its data products to downstream
consumers.

What this means organizationally is that data engineering and software engineering become tightly
aligned, and ideally part of the same functional team, so they can work with a data product owner to
produce high-quality, curated data as a product.
Although data products are at the heart of a Data Mesh, organizations can benefit significantly from
them, with or without, the adoption of a Data Mesh strategy. Sample data products would be
weather data, invoice data, tv app streaming data, customer data, etc.
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Starburst data products
Modern technologies such as Starburst are attractive since they obviate the need to move data around
nearly as much. By leaving data at its source, or closer to the source, analytics can get closer to realtime, and with less infrastructure to worry about.
Starburst data products is a module in the Starburst Enterprise platform which allows data producers to
create and maintain data products. This same platform can be used by data consumers to discover and
understand and use these data products. Starburst makes it easy to produce, share, and consume data
products using the built-in workflows and query editor.

Starburst data products are a collection of related curated datasets, along with their metadata which
provides clear context, and their access pattern meaning how to query the data. Data products in
Starburst are the result of our analytical queries that connect to multiple data sources, including
aggregating and rolling up for data to create uniquely valuable datasets.
This approach has tremendous advantages. In a world where you have thousands of data products, it is
going to be much easier and cheaper to operate data products as queries. You aren’t required to store
the data independently, and you don’t need a team of engineers or architects to manage release cycles or
data duplication across each product.
This isn’t just a data catalog. Our customers are building the data products themselves: performing
the queries and creating the views, not merely showing them in a UI. Views, or materialized views offer
a saved view of cached data that you can access faster and can improve query speed. Starburst data
products blend the power of Starburst’s analytical query engine with the discoverability and userfriendly capabilities of a data catalog. All this with built-in access control and security integrations with
governance tools to provide a secure, high-performance solution.
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Starburst data products can benefit any analytics journey, large or small, on-premises or multiple clouds,
in a warehouse or a lake. And federates across all of them.
Starburst’s data products interface is targeted at the interactions between data producers and
consumers, so they can use their common language, SQL, to define and consume data products. Then a
larger fraction of their time can be spent on creating and refining business insights and strategy based
on reliable data.
Streamlined visibility
With guided creation of domains, queries,
owners, and other salient metadata, your
data engineers will have no problem applying
product thinking to data. And your data
consumers will have access to metrics,
ratings, bookmarks, and all of the other
features that make data products easy and
even fun to use.

Consistent governance
Secure data products with access control,
ensuring consistent governance from the
source level to the data products. Data
products will respect the privileges on the
source tables, and the governance will
integrate with the datasets so users only see
what you want them to see.

Ultimate accessibility
Query data products that are trusted and
approved for frequent business use. Our
built-in query editor defines data products
and their datasets, using either views
or materialized views. And that same
interface is used for data consumers to
discover and access data products to create
valuable strategic insights with SQL or their
favorite analytics tool.
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The Starburst and Trino difference
Starburst Enterprise leverages Trino, an open-source, distributed MPP SQL query engine, to make
better decisions with lightning-fast access to all data, no matter where it lives. Trino eliminates the
need to maintain a traditional data warehouse and separates storage from compute, allowing
organizations to leverage low-cost storage without sacrificing insights. In addition to tremendous cost
savings, Trino improves productivity and time to insight on actionable data, enabling decision makers to
impact the business with faster, smarter, data-driven outcomes.
Although they are built on the same basic query engine, there are several important differences
between Starburst Enterprise and the open source version of Trino.
With these enhancements from Starburst, enterprises enjoy enhanced:
Performance: Includes the latest optimizations; caching for frequently accessed data; pushdown;
dynamic filtering, accelerated Parquet reader, stable code that minimizes failed queries
Connectivity: 45+ supported enterprise connectors; high-performance connectors for Azure
Synapse, Oracle, Teradata, Snowflake, IBM DB2, Delta Lake, and many more
Security: Fine-grained, row-and column-level built-in access control; Kerberos, Okta, LDAP
integration; data encryption & masking; query auditing to see who is doing what
Management: Enhanced tools for configuration, autoscaling, and Insights monitoring
dashboards; high availability; easy deployment on anywhere
Support: 24/7/365 enterprise-grade support from the largest team of Trino experts in the world;
fully tested, stable releases; hot fixes & security patches
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